Concurrent detection of gene mutations and chromosome aberrations induced by five chemicals in a CHL/IU cell line incorporating a gpt shuttle vector.
We previously established a transgenic Chinese hamster CHL/IU cell line, designated as KN63, for concurrent analysis of gene mutations and chromosome aberrations. The KN63 cell line contains copies of a shuttle vector with the Escherichia coli gpt gene as a mutational target in its chromosome. To evaluate the sensitivity of the cell line to various types of mutagens, methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU), mitomycin C (MMC), vincristine sulfate (VIN) and C.I. basic red 9 hydrochloride (CIB) were assayed. KN63 cells were treated with each test chemical and gene mutations were detected in the gpt gene of the shuttle vector rescued from the KN63 cell genome into an E. coli host. Chromosome aberrations were concurrently evaluated by conventional metaphase analysis. MMS, ENU and MMC induced both gene mutations and structural chromosome aberrations in KN63 cells, with more efficient induction of the latter. VIN, a well-known aneugen, produced only numerical changes to chromosomes, while CIB was negative for both types of alteration. KN63 cells were as sensitive to MMS, ENU, MMC and VIN as Chinese hamster cell lines such as CHL, CHO and V79 cells. The characteristics of test chemicals indicated by this system should be useful for understanding endpoints in chemical mutagenesis.